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 2 More about Verbs

Seeing What You Know

For each pair, circle the letter of the sentence that you believe is correct. 
Then read the explanations that follow.

 1. a. I brang the hot dogs to the picnic, but Jerry forgot the rolls. 

b. I brought the hot dogs to the picnic, but Jerry forgot the rolls. 

 2. a. Many children be afraid of thunder and lightning.

b. Many children are afraid of thunder and lightning. 

 3. a. Please phone me as soon as the package arrives.

b. Please phone me as soon as the package arrive.

 4. a. Reba thought her boyfriend was faithful, but then she noticed him 
holding hands with another woman. 

b. Reba thought her boyfriend was faithful, but then she notices him 
holding hands with another woman. 

Understanding the Answers
 1. In the fi rst pair, b is correct. 

Bring is an irregular verb; its past tense is brought, not brang.

 2. In the second pair, b is correct. 
“Many children be afraid” is nonstandard English. 

 3. In the third pair, a is correct. 
Package is singular. In standard English, the verb that goes with it must 
end in -s.

 4. In the fourth pair, a is correct. 
Since the action in the first part of the sentence is in the past (thought her 
boyfriend was faithful), the other verb in the sentence should be in the past 
as well (noticed, not notices).
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28 Sixteen Basic Skills

This chapter covers three areas in which verb mistakes commonly occur: regular 
and irregular verbs, standard and nonstandard verbs, and shifts in verb tense.

REGULAR AND IRREGULAR VERBS
Verbs have four principal parts: the basic form (used to form the present tense), 
the past tense, the past participle (used with the helping verbs have, has, had, is, 
are, was, and were), and the present participle (the basic form of the verb plus 
-ing). All of the verb tenses come from one of the four principal parts of verbs. 

Most English verbs are regular. That is, they form their past tense and past 
participle by adding -d or -ed to the basic form, like this:

Basic Form Past Tense  Past Participle Present Participle
ask asked asked asking
drop dropped dropped dropping
raise raised raised raising

Irregular verbs, however, do not follow this pattern. They can have many 
different forms for the past and past participle. (The present participles, however, 
are formed in the usual way, by adding -ing.) Here are the four principal parts of 
some common irregular verbs:

Basic Form Past Tense Past Participle Present Participle
become became become becoming
begin began begun beginning
blow blew blown blowing
break broke broken breaking
bring brought brought bringing
catch caught caught catching
choose chose chosen choosing
cut cut cut cutting
drink drank drunk drinking
drive drove driven driving
eat ate eaten eating
fall fell fallen falling
feel felt felt feeling
fi nd found found fi nding
freeze froze frozen freezing
get got got, gotten getting
go went gone going
hide hid hidden hiding
keep kept kept keeping
know knew known knowing
lay laid laid laying
leave left left leaving
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Basic Form Past Tense Past Participle Present Participle
lend lent lent lending
lie lay lain lying
lose lost lost losing
make made made making
read read read reading
ride rode ridden riding
rise rose risen rising
run ran run running
say said said saying
see saw seen seeing
sell sold sold selling
set set set setting
shake shook shaken shaking
sit sat sat sitting
sleep slept slept sleeping
spend spent spent spending
swim swam swum swimming
take took taken taking
teach taught taught teaching
tell told told telling
think thought thought thinking
throw threw thrown throwing
wear wore worn wearing
win won won winning
write wrote written writing

If you think a verb is irregular, and it is not in the list above, look it up in your 
dictionary. If it is irregular, the principal parts will be listed. 

Practice 1

Underline the correct form of the verb in parentheses.

 1. We (began, begun) to argue about which route to take to the stadium.

 2. The high jumper has just (broke, broken) the world record.

 3. After Gino had (ate, eaten) the salty pretzels and peanuts, he (drank, drunk) 
several glasses of water.

 4. After the campers had (drove, driven) away, they looked back and (saw, seen) 
their dog running after them.

 5. Before the writing course ended, students had (read, readed) fi fteen essays, 
had (wrote, written) ten short papers, and had (took, taken) a midterm and a 
fi nal exam.
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30 Sixteen Basic Skills

STANDARD AND NONSTANDARD VERBS
Some of us are accustomed to using nonstandard English with our families and 
friends. Like slang, expressions such as it ain’t, we has, I be, or he don’t may be 
part of the rich language of a particular community or group. 

However, nonstandard English can hold us back when used outside the home 
community, in both college and the working world. Standard English helps ensure 
that we will communicate clearly with other people, especially on the job.

The Differences between Standard and Nonstandard Verb Forms
Study the chart below, which shows both standard and nonstandard forms of the 
regular verb like. Practice using the standard forms in your speech and writing.

 Nonstandard Forms Standard Forms
Present Tense

I likes we likes I like we like

you likes you likes you like you like

he, she, it like they likes he, she, it likes they like

Past Tense
I like we like I liked we liked

you like you like you liked you liked

he, she, it like they like he, she, it liked they liked

Notes

1 In standard English, always add -s or -es to a verb in the present tense when 
the subject is he, she, it, or any one person or thing (other than I or you).

Nonstandard: Aunt Bessie play bingo regularly at her church.
Standard:  Aunt Bessie plays bingo regularly at her church.

2 Always add the ending -d or -ed to a regular verb to show it is past tense.

Nonstandard:  Last year, Aunt Bessie play bingo 104 times.
Standard:  Last year, Aunt Bessie played bingo 104 times.

Practice 2

Underline the standard form of the verb in parentheses.

 1.  On April Fools’ Day, the principal (dress, dresses) up like a clown. 

 2. The fans groaned when the receiver (drop, dropped) the pass in the end zone.
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 3. I (look, looked) all over for my keys and fi nally found them in my coat 
pocket.

 4. Most people (hate, hates) going to the dentist.

 5. Though Kia moved last year, she still (manage, manages) to keep in touch.

Three Problem Verbs
Three irregular verbs that often cause special problems are be, do, and have. Non-
standard English often uses forms such as I be (instead of I am), you was (instead 
of you were), they has (instead of they have), he do (instead of he does), and she 
done (instead of she did). Here are the correct present- and past-tense forms of 
these three verbs.

 Present Tense Past Tense
Be

I am we are I was we were

you are you are you were you were

he, she, it is they are he, she, it was they were

Do
I do we do I did we did

you do you do you did you did

he, she, it does they do he, she, it did they did

Have
I have we have I had we had

you have you have you had you had

he, she, it has they have he, she, it had they had

Practice 3

Underline the standard form of the verb in parentheses.

 1. To my surprise, my little sister (did, done) a terrifi c job of cleaning the house. 

 2. Jamal (have, has) the best handwriting in our family.

 3. You (was, were) wrong to assume that because the instructor gave you a D, 
he dislikes you.

 4. It (doesn’t, don’t) make sense to sign up for a course and then not go to class.

 5. Fran (were, was) halfway to the supermarket when she realized she had no 
money in her wallet.
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32 Sixteen Basic Skills

SHIFTS IN VERB TENSE
In writing and in conversation, people sometimes shift from one verb tense (the 
form of the verb that tells us when something happened) to another. Note the tense 
shifts in the following passage:

With his oversized T-shirt, the little boy looked even smaller than he was. His 
skinny arms extend out of the fl opping sleeves that reach to his elbows. He 
needed a haircut; he has to brush his bangs out of his eyes to see. His eyes fail 
to meet those of the people passing by as he asked them, “Could you give me 
fi fty cents?”

Although the action is in the past, the writer continuously shifts from the past tense 
(boy looked . . . he was . . . He needed . . . he asked) to the present (arms extend . . . 
that reach . . . he has . . . eyes fail). These tense shifts will confuse a reader, who 
won’t know when the events happened. In the above passage, the verbs should be 
consistently in the past tense:

With his oversized T-shirt, the little boy looked even smaller than he was. His 
skinny arms extended out of the fl opping sleeves that reached to his elbows. 
He needed a haircut; he had to brush his bangs out of his eyes to see. His eyes 
failed to meet those of the people passing by as he asked them, “Could you 
give me fi fty cents?”

In your own writing, shift tenses only when the time of the action actually 
changes.

Practice 4

Cross out the one verb in each item that is not in the same tense as the others. Then 
write the correct form of that verb on the line provided.

__________  1.  The mossy green log lay in the shallow water. When it began to move, I 
realize that it was an alligator. 

__________  2. Every time my mother feels like snacking, she brushes her teeth, and the hun-
ger disappeared.

__________  3. I came home early because I felt sick; then I discover I did not have my house key.

__________  4. The children love going to the school library because they can take out any 
book they wanted, even if they can’t read it yet.

__________  5. After the coach yells at him, Gary thought all night about quitting the team, 
but then he decided to give himself one more chance.

Note Additional information about verbs appears on pages 204–207.
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Name  _________________________________________________________  Section  ______________________  Date  _____________

 Score: (Number right)  ________ � 10 =  _________% 

■ More about Verbs: Test 1

For each sentence below, fi ll in the correct form of the verb.

Note To help you master the different verb skills in this chapter, directions are given 
for half of the sentences. 

fell  1. The security guard broke his hip when he _____________ at the store.
falled Use the past tense of the irregular verb fall.

stops  2. The student guides on our campus _____________ at every building to explain  
stop  what’s inside.

chooses  3. My brother ______________ to ride his bike to work, rather than drive, to
choose  save gas and get exercise.

Use the standard present tense form of the verb choose. 

ate  4. The children have already _______________ all the Halloween candy. 
eaten

starts  5. A colorful hot-air balloon drifted over the meadow, and then it 
started  ______________ a slow descent to the landing area.

The sentence begins in the past tense, so the past tense of start is needed.

forgets  6. The man began to introduce his boss; then, in his nervousness, he 
forgot  ______________ his boss’s name.

be  7. My brother and I are outgoing, but our sister _____________ very shy. 
is Use the standard present tense form of the verb.

has  8. Some people brag a lot about their money-making schemes, but they never 
have  actually _____________ very much cash.

ran  9.  When the girls returned to the locker room after their softball game, they 
run  were arguing about who had _____________ the bases the fastest.

Use the past participle of the irregular verb run.

wore 10. Martin enjoys wearing his old blue shorts so much that he has practically 
worn  _____________ them out.
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34 Sixteen Basic Skills

Name  _________________________________________________________  Section  ______________________  Date  _____________

 Score: (Number right)  ________ � 10 =  _________% 

■ More about Verbs: Test 2

For each sentence below, fi ll in the correct form of the verb.

drove  1. To get home in time for her family’s Thanksgiving dinner, Eve ______________
drived   the whole night without stopping. 

are  2. Two flavorings that seem to go well with just about everything 
were  ______________ garlic and lemon juice.

wrote  3. So many students had ______________ such poor essays that over half the class 
written  failed the exam.

was  4. In the original Star Trek series, Captain James T. Kirk’s middle name 
were  ______________ Tiberius.

needs  5. The manager of the auto repair shop telephoned a customer with the bad 
needed  news that his car’s transmission ______________ replacing. 

did  6. Sarita was told not to leave the house until she had ______________ all her
done   chores.

jams  7. The copying machine always ______________ when someone tries to make 
jam  more than ten copies of anything. 

froze  8. Helen bought a lot of chicken when it was on sale; she has ______________ 
frozen  most of it to use later. 

serve  9. The waiter took our order, disappeared for twenty minutes, and then 
served   ______________ us the wrong food.

took 10. Delores didn’t do very much work on the project, but she has ______________
taken  all the credit. 
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Name  _________________________________________________________  Section  ______________________  Date  _____________

 Score: (Number right)  ________ � 10 =  _________% 

■ More about Verbs: Test 3

Each of the items below contains two of the types of verb mistakes discussed in 
this chapter. Find and cross out these two mistakes. Then, in the spaces provided, 
write the correct forms of the verbs.

Note To help you master the different verb skills in this chapter, directions are given 
for one of the mistakes in each group of sentences.

 1. The boy ran into the house and angrily throws his books on the kitchen table. 
“I’ve spended enough time on school,” he shouted. “On Monday I’m quitting 
and getting a job.” 

a. ___________________ Change the one present tense verb to the 

b. ___________________ past tense.

 2. Even though Rita winned her company’s “Employee of the Month” award, 
she doesn’t believe she be doing a good enough job. She worries all the time 
that she’s about to be fi red.

a. ___________________ Use the past tense of the irregular 

b. ___________________ verb win.

 3. I tried to stay interested in the movie, but as it turn more and more boring, 
I began to feel sleepy. Next thing I knew, my brother had shook me awake. 
“You slept through the whole second half,” he said accusingly. 

a. ___________________ Use the standard English past tense of 

b.  ___________________ the regular verb turn.

 4. The dog circled the tree and then barks as if he spotted something. We looked 
up and seen a raccoon hiding among the leaves. 

a. ___________________ Other verbs in the passage (circled,

b.  ___________________ looked, etc.) are in the past tense.

 5. Because he was working part-time while he was in college, Toshio knowed it 
would take a long time for him to fi nish his degree. However, he believes that 
a college degree was worth the time and effort. 

a. ___________________ Use the past tense of the irregular 

b. ___________________ verb know.
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36 Sixteen Basic Skills

Name  _________________________________________________________  Section  ______________________  Date  _____________

 Score: (Number right)  ________ � 10 =  _________% 

■ More about Verbs: Test 4

Each of the items below contains two of the types of verb mistakes discussed in 
this chapter. Find and cross out these two mistakes. Then, in the spaces provided, 
write the correct forms of the verbs.

 1. “Whatever becomed of the boy I sat next to in our high-school English class?” 
I asked my best friend. She tells me that he went to Hollywood and was now 
a well-known screenwriter. 

a. ___________________

b. ___________________

 2. Last year my nephew readed Charlotte’s Web, a story about a spider who 
made friends with a pig. He liked the story a great deal. In fact, afterward he 
refuse to eat bacon or kill spiders. 

a. ___________________

b. ___________________

 3. The housepainters didn’t seem to be very well organized. First, they forgot 
what day they were supposed to begin work. Then once they fi nish the job, 
they leaved a ladder behind. 

a. ___________________

b. ___________________

 4. When she was in her twenties, Belle decide to become a registered nurse. 
For years, she worked during the day, attends classes in the evening, and then 
came home and cared for her children. 

a. ___________________

b. ___________________

 5. Every time Megan placed her new puppy out on the porch for the night, he 
cries pitifully. After she brought his box into the living room, he were quiet 
for the rest of the night.

a. ___________________

b. ___________________
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Name  _________________________________________________________  Section  ______________________  Date  _____________

 Score: (Number right)  ________ � 10 =  _________% 

■ More about Verbs: Test 5

Each of the sentences in the following passage contains one of the verb problems 
discussed in this chapter. Underline these errors. Then, in the spaces provided, 
write the correct forms of the verbs.

Note To help you master the different verb skills in this chapter, directions are given 
for fi ve of the sentences.

1When I lived in the jungle of Costa Rica, I encounter many different types 
of wildlife, some of which did truly weird or scary things. 2One morning we dis-
covered that a monkey had ate some mangoes that we had set on the porch for our 
breakfast. 3Later, an armadillo in the road jump straight up and hit the underside 
of our jeep. 4Another time an armadillo stay underwater for fi ve minutes. 5My 
roommate, Julia, were surprised to fi nd a scorpion in her bed. 6Julia and I seen 
a cockroach the size of my hand above the refrigerator. 7One night, while I was 
sitting at my desk, a tarantula falled onto my head. 8I shook it off and begun 
screaming as it ran outside. 9My neighbor, Diane, nearly trip over a poisonous 
snake on her porch. 10Shaking with fear, Diane and I watch as the snake slithered 
away into the grass.

 1. ___________________  The second verb should match the past tense form of the 
other verbs. 

 2. ___________________

 3. ___________________  Use the standard English form of the regular verb jump.

 4. ___________________

 5. ___________________  Use the correct past tense form of the irregular verb be.

 6. ___________________

 7. ___________________  Use the correct past tense of the irregular verb fall.

 8. ___________________

 9. ___________________  Use the standard English form of the regular verb trip.

10. ___________________
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38 Sixteen Basic Skills

Name  _________________________________________________________  Section  ______________________  Date  _____________

 Score: (Number right)  ________ � 10 =  _________% 

■ More about Verbs: Test 6

Each of the sentences in the following passage contains one of the verb problems 
discussed in this chapter. Underline these errors. Then, in the spaces provided, 
write the correct forms of the verbs.

1Vincent Van Gogh were one of the greatest painters of all time. 2But during 
his own lifetime, people consider Van Gogh a failure, even a madman. 3Only one 
Van Gogh painting selled while he was alive. 4Van Gogh was an odd, passion-
ate man with whom few people feeled comfortable. 5An illness that causes him 
to behave in violent, self-destructive ways made his life diffi cult. 6During one 
attack of this illness, he remove part of his ear with a razor. 7Lonely and isolated, 
Van Gogh throwed himself into his work. 8He often produce a wonderful painting 
in just one day. 9His intense, colorful paintings of sunfl owers and wheat fi elds 
have became world-famous since his death, and collectors now pay millions of 
 dollars for them. 10Sadly, Van Gogh ends his own unhappy life when he was only 
thirty-seven. 

 1. ___________________

 2. ___________________

 3. ___________________

 4. ___________________

 5. ___________________

 6. ___________________

 7. ___________________

 8. ___________________

 9. ___________________

10. ___________________
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